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INTRODUCTION 

“The welfare of all is when the access to the resources are available to the need of individuals creating a sense of hopes among the individuals.” 

The people are the asset to the nation . When we look into the social and economic systems , people enrich themselves as the resources with skills and 

knowledge. The important aspect noticed is that , the benefits that people attain from the sources . Social good and upliftment is when all round 

development is noticed comprising at all fields. The developing of self sufficiency and self confidence with autonomy to act individually inorder to 

standardize the living among the society. The benefits to be availed among people at best possible means so that all the components are placed properly.  

When the society is seeing the developments at the terms of technology , we can note that the elements that promote social good are to be ensured so that 

people have the happy living attaining all the benefits . The  people remain happy with maximum satisfaction when all the facilities are enjoyed by the 

individuals. We notice that , the people have the provision to attain the goodness and happiness through the wishes of people and whatever they require 

for the standardized living is promoted.  The social good can be experienced only when the , legal legislations with various plans and programmes are 

made and ensured that their enforced makes the effective impact benefitting all spheres of society . In the upliftment of people Government of India has 

played a vital role ensuring provisions so that the qualitable life is enhanced.  Various social programmes are introduced that has it’s motive to achieve 

the goals of standardized sustainability. 

To understand the society ,we can look at it’s setup which notices the pointview that urban life though complex have the attainment of facilities , The 

rural areas are oftenly the trap of inevitability of facility and resources  . The rural areas remain isolated which hinders the development .    We notice that 

the government has brought in many policies and plans that ensure the  fact that rural development can be seen with the ensuring of that people can avail 

such benefits that they can uplift themselves . In the nutrition and health prospects , under the RMNCH+A programme we find that , the women and poor 

people are given the Iron efficiency to address anameia and continous monitoring is made. With the Rasthriya Bal Swasthya Karyakram for the 

identification of the deficiencies so that necessary values are added on to it. The Rasthriya Kishor Awastha karyakram , all adolescent are made to gain 

full knowledge to make the decisions accessing the support. With the Janani Shisu Suraksha Karyakram we find that ,  to reach pregnant within with 

delivery facilities.  To control AIDS , all affected and infected by HIV even at root levels are efforts are made. Revised TB control programme , we find 

that ,  diagnosis and treatment is made .  The National Leprosy Eradication programme promotes survilleance to leprosy . The mission Indradhanush 

improves the immunization for the children. These policies that are made  so that the people especially the women who are prone to such diseases seem 

to be containing the deficiency which create problems without proper medications so the actions are taken to combat them . We can notice that these 

programmes have uplifted the rural people so that they can work better promoting towards progress  the country.  The employment schemes like 

MGNREGA have gained it’s importance where majority of the people have availed it’s  benefits creating the necessities obtainence to them. The 

employment schemes avails them with betterment that  they can stabilize their condition.  The schemes towards the upliftment of the animal husbandry 

makes the rural people  think about the continuation of agriculture . The promotion of training in many of the institutes for the sports like kabbadi , cricket 

and many games have made for the development among the peoples so that they get encouragement in best possible levels. The rural people are obtaining 

nearly 50%  of the status in sports by  GOI has provided schemes with National training academy , SAI academy which deals with the upbringing of rural 

enthusiastic people. The activities through various organizations and institutions  like National Youth policies and many spontaneous activities that  

enhance the youth with positive zeal.  Due to these policies , rural people have gained the platform inorder to strive ahead to the betterment of the country 

which is also a fundamental duty of citizens.  The various plans under Grameen Rozgar schemes in all fronts created the betterment .  The Udyami yojana 

, Agri clinics , Fisheries [Matsya Yojana] which enhance in the employment ,Also youths are given training for the competitive examinations so that they 

intend to develop the path towards the education .The Khelo India scheme intends to  support the young sportsmen to develop their goals and achieve it 

with various funds implementing it in rural areas which creates an atmosphere for ease access to resources. The training programmes with institutions are 

held so that rural people are not deprieved of their facilities.  The sustenance of communities can be noticed when they get adequate facilities and the 

valuable resources found at the rural level . The community development can be noticed when the peace and harmony along with variety of activities are 

conducted. Along with this the land and resources with the promotion of the resources are made. SAHAYA programme has made the community to 

participate in societal activities and awareness in all the means of society is ensured.  The various programmes are conducted in all the levels like to 

combat all the societal problems with  ensurement of the  facilities deepened towards the uplifting of people at rural levels granting the safe systems 

creating clean and appropriate measures.  Even with any activity that revolves around the society we find that the rural people are imparted with 

knowledge.  
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             The Corporate Social Responsibility and Self Help Groups seems to actively initiate all the better measures in the rural levels collaborating for 

funds so that the activities can be done extensively. The Swach Bharat Abhiyaan which was to be initiated at the rural levels with sanitation facilities in 

relation to Swach Gaon yojana with many governments working to promote clean environment.  The various corporate sectors promote the Nandh Ghar 

scheme with improvement of the education for the children that has proved in the prohibhition in malnutrition empowering the children with knowledge 

promoting growth creating the platform of values . Due to this many children have gained the platform to gain knowledge so that they could promote the 

development to nation . In the health facilities , we find that at the local levels we notice that the oxygen plants and other health support systems are 

ensured that they find it better for living and emergency . These facilities can promote better living conditions suiting the systems towards the upliftment 

with variety of   people at the creation of better living facilities .The Self help groups which are the spokes for the  rural people to financially uplift 

themselves for the ways to improve creating better standards approving with schemes at these rural levels. The self help groups have ensured the stability 

of people  at the lower levels . We find that they are been supported by government giving them better measures . 

CONCLUSION: 

From the above description , we  can note that  the Governmental schemes have created and paved a way for development  the rural levels which requires 

the motto of striving ahead with the zeal of creating better opportunities so that the people try to provide the ways of better living with the availing of 

facilities . The strong view of Gandhian principles that promote the rural upliftment at all means with concentration at progressive ways , We can notice 

that the,  every being must live with the source of all round development that can be through the understanding of facilities and readily using them in the 

day to day activities . Our aim should be to improve and promote the social good creating an atmosphere with the activities which can only make the 

good towards others . The upliftment at all means can intend towards the noticeable development that the utilization of schemes . The plans and 

programmes are made for the rural people which has proved to be best at the ways  creating provisions with the systematic living among people. 

“THE RURAL LIFE IS ENAHNCED WITH THE TIES OF THE WORKING PLANS AND PROGRAMMES PROMOTING THE LIVING 

STANDARDS AT ALL MEANS.” 

 

 


